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Transition Summary Sheet for:
Central Office Only:
Relevant Outside Provider(s) (Therapist, MD, Mentor)
Academic Levels:
Check areas on IEP:
Note:  Transition Packets should contain this cover sheet and the following:
□ Completed process for Supports and Services in the Least Restrictive Environment Form with the required signatures. 
□ Functional Behavior Assessment (FBA) and Behavior Support Plan (BSP) if applicable
□ All data sheets documenting interventions over time
·         For Behavior Interventions- use the Behavior Support Plan Progress Monitoring form that accompanies the Behavior Support Plan.
·         For Academic Interventions- Include data collection sheets, probes and notes documenting interventions over time
□ Complete IEP with documentation of revisions
□ Include progress notes for the last two quarters
□ Most recent academic testing
□ Samples of interventions implemented (visuals, daily tracking sheets, social stories)
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